May 21, 2022
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
On May 20, 2022, a Board composed of three Navy officers found that our client LT Bill Moseley did
not commit misconduct by refusing the COVID 19 injection and found unanimously that LT Moseley
should be retained in the United States Navy. Attorney Younts represented LT Moseley at the
administrative hearing and successfully argued that the order for military members to receive the
experimental COVID 19 injection was not a lawful order. In particular, Attorney Younts successfully
demonstrated that the military has not made the FDA approved version of the vaccine available to
military members.
LT Moseley opposes the vaccine for religious reasons and could have submitted a religious
accommodation request, however when he learned that the Navy and the other services intended to
implement a blanket denial policy, he began to prayerfully consider other options. After consulting with
legal and medical experts, he became convinced that as an officer he had an obligation to take a stand
against the unlawful order and be a voice for thousands of enlisted Sailors. LT Moseley risked his
twenty-two-year career and his military retirement because of his faith and his commitment to his oath
of office as a military leader.
Although, this only one case of thousands and we have many more clients facing prosecution by the
military, we are encouraged that the truth was revealed in this Board, and we hope this ground-breaking
case sends a strong message to the Department of Defense.
The point of contact for this release is attorney R. Davis Younts. He can be reached at 833-739-5291 or
davis@yountslaw.com.
Sincerely,

R. Davis Younts, Esquire
Enclosed:
1. LT Moseley – Military Biography.
2. Photo of Attorney Younts and LT Moseley after the Board.
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LT William N. Moseley, LDO/618
LT William Moseley was born in San Diego, California and was raised in Cape Cod, MA and
Bakersfield, CA. He enlisted in the Navy in 2000, reaching the rank of Gunners Mate Chief Petty
Officer before earning a commission in 2014 as a Surface Ordnance LDO/616. His enlisted
assignments include Naval Security Forces Bahrain and Guam, SEAL Team Seven, Naval
Coastal Riverine Group One and SEAL Team ONE.
Following Commissioning, LT Moseley served on the USS PINCKNEY (DDG-91) as the
Systems Test Officer (STO). During this tour he filled multiple roles in parallel to his STO
duties, such as, MCI Coordinator, SRA Coordinator and Surface Rescue Swimmer Officer. As a
Department Head, LT Moseley served as the Ammunition Materials Officer at Naval Munitions
Command Pacific Unit Guam where he oversaw the largest overseas Quick Strike Mine
maintenance facility, coordinated Surface/Subsurface munition on/offloads and Joint Aerial
Mining missions. LT Moseley is currently assigned to the USS Bunker Hill (CG-52) as the STO.
Deployments: 2005/Habbaniyah, Iraq – 2007/Al Asad, Iraq – 2011/Basilan, Philippines
2013/Zamboanga, Philippines – 2014/Jordan/UAE – 2017/Gulf of Aden/Red Sea

